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ABSTRACT

The stock market is a complex system where the interrelationships between the stocks are complicated because it is in multivariate time series setting which consists of opening, highest, lowest and closing prices. Basically, the Pearson correlation coefficient (PCC) is applied to measure the similarity between two or more univariate time series of stocks. However, the economic information from other variables may inaccurate if the analysis is conducted by applying single variable only. Therefore, multi-dimensional of stocks are considered in this thesis. The similarities between two or more multi-dimensional of stocks are quantified by using Random Vector (RV) coefficient. Based on the preliminary analysis, the computational of RV coefficient is difficult, time-consuming, and tedious when a large number of stocks are involved. Hence, to ease the calculation process and improve the computational efficiency of RV coefficient, an algorithm is proposed. The proposed algorithm is able to measure the similarities among all pairs of stocks in Bursa Malaysia at once. The calculation process of RV coefficient among all pairs of stocks can be shortened and eased as the proposed algorithm consists of time complexity of order of $O(n^2)$. The behaviors and interactions among the stocks in Bursa Malaysia are then determined by using the Forest of all possible minimum spanning trees. In this thesis, MK Land Holdings Berhad was found out to be the predominant stock in Bursa Malaysia as it displays a star-like structure and is located at the central hub of the network.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

In recent times, the stock has become one of the most important trading objects in the financial market. Every company uses its own organization’s shares to trade in the stock market in order to raise capital for their company’s expansion purposes. Furthermore, every stock market in the world has its own network structure that is both deeply rooted and complex. The complicated network structure of the stock market is the main focus of investigation in this research. The background of the research is then discussed in Section 1.1. Section 1.2 states the problem statement that has described in this research. In order to solve the problem, there are four research objectives to achieve in this research as stated in Section 1.3. Section 1.4 describes the scope of the research and the significance of study is presented in Section 1.5. Lastly, the organization of the thesis is outlined in Section 1.6.

1.1 Research background

The financial market is a marketplace where all buyers and sellers meet daily to trade securities such as stocks, bonds, derivatives, foreign exchange, and commodities. The transactions of the securities can be done either through physical location or electronic system. As an example, the traders can buy or sell the securities through a physical location, such as the New York Stock Exchange (NYSE), or an electronic system such as the NASDAQ. There are several types of financial market, such as equity market, commodity market, derivatives and stock market, but the stock market is one of the largest markets in the world. It is the place where all the shares of publicly listed companies can be purchased or sold through brokers and traders every day. More
importantly, the stock market is considered as an economic indicator of a nation’s financial health since it reflects how well all the listed companies are doing.

Each country has its own stock market which is known as the stock exchange. For instance, in Malaysia, the stock exchange is known as Bursa Malaysia. Regarding the Bursa Malaysia (2017), there are thirteen sectors under the Malaysian stock market, such as finance, technology, construction, consumer products, industrial products, mining, plantation, property, hotels, closed-fund, real estate investment trusts (REITs), infrastructure project company (IPC) and trading or services. Every sector has some certain amount of stocks and each stock is related to each other. For example, according to the works that have conducted by Gan & Djauhari (2012a), the construction stocks are straightforwardly connected to the financial stocks. This finding demonstrates that the two divisions of stocks are related to one another. Thus, it can be said that any adjustments in the stock prices will impact other organizations’ stock prices as well.

The volatility in the stock market can have a significant economic effect on the economy and individual consumers (Amadeo, 2017). One of the main factors that affect the volatility in the stock market is the confidence among investors towards the corporations. For instance, when investors lose confidence towards the companies, the investors will not invest in those companies. In turn, the companies will lose the raised capital, then the economic growth of a nation will stagnate. Basically, a corporation’s condition or circumstance can determine through its stock price, as stock price is the reflection of the corresponding company. At every single minute of the transaction hours, the stock price keeps changing from time to time and does not merely stagnate at a certain price all the time. Besides, the system of the stock market is constantly developing through different heterogeneous associations among the stocks (Kazemilari & Djauhari, 2015). The interrelationships and interactions between the stocks are muddled as the price fluctuates ceaselessly every now and then. Therefore, it can be said that the stock market constitutes a complex system.

In fact, the stock market is considered as a good example of the complex system due to the mass of complicated interrelationships among the stocks. A complex system is a collection of many interdependent components that interact with each other through competitive nonlinear collaboration which leads to emergent and self-organized behavior. Furthermore, regarding the New England Complex Systems Institute (NECSI), the complex system is about how parts of a system leads to the
group behavior and how the system interacts with its environment. There are many methods have been using in investigating the complexity of the stock market today such as minimum spanning tree (MST) (Mantegna, 1999), planar maximally filtered graph (Tumminello et al., 2005), average linkage-based MSTs (Tumminello et al., 2007), and Directed Bubble Hierarchical Tree (Musmeci, Aste & Di Matteo, 2015). Among these approaches, MST is the most popular and the easiest method in analyzing the stock network as seen in the studies by Situngkir & Surya (2005), Coelho et al. (2007a), Coelho et al. (2007b), Brida & Risso (2008), Gilmore, Lucey & Boscia (2008), Sieczka & Holyst (2009), Tabak, Serra & Cajueiro (2010), Kumar & Deo (2012), Gan & Djauhari (2013), Djauhari & Gan (2015b), Bahaludin, Abdullah & Mat Salleh (2015) and Kazemilari & Djauhari (2015).

The main idea of MST is to break down a complex project’s data into its component parts and plotting them to show their interdependencies and interrelationships. In current practice, stocks are investigated by univariate time series of its closing price only, whereby the Pearson correlation coefficient (PCC) is the standard approach to measure the similarity or, equivalently, interrelationships among the stocks where each stock is represented by univariate time series.

Nevertheless, there are some probabilities of losing embodying information from other variables if the analysis applies only to a single variable (Brida & Risso, 2008). Moreover, the phenomenon of social embeddedness can only be detected by a multivariate approach but not by a univariate approach which has mentioned in Halinen & Tornroos (1998). Therefore, it can be said that the information retrieve from the investigation by only utilizing univariate time series is misdirecting as each stock is spoken to by four components of the prices which are opening, highest, lowest and closing prices. Hence, there is a need to investigate the relationships between two or more multidimensional of stocks since every stock is represented by four types of price.

There are several methods to deal with the analysis of the stock market in multivariate setting such as canonical correlation analysis (Hotelling, 1936), factor analysis, vector correlation coefficient (Escoufier, 1973) and principal component analysis (Jolliffe, 1986). Historically, Hotelling (1936) proposed the canonical correlation in the structure of canonical correlation analysis which is used to interpret the linear dependencies between two sets of variables. However, in Josse, Pages & Husson (2008), they remarked that the relationship between the two groups of
variables, which is viewed by canonical correlation, is not a global measurement of the intensity of the association since it is expressed component by component.

The vector correlation coefficient which was introduced by Escoufier (1973) provides the notion of global association in multivariate setting (Josse et al., 2008). This method assumes that two sets of vectors are superbly correlated if there exists an orthogonal change that can influence one set to agree with the other. The Escoufier vector correlation (EVC), which is also known as random vector (RV) coefficient, can be used as a unifying tool in several multivariate methods (Robert & Escoufier, 1976). It is then applied in measuring the similarity of the stock prices in order to determine the interrelationships among the stocks in the market in multivariate setting.

Nonetheless, the computational procedure of RV coefficient is complex and time-consuming as RV coefficient is only able to measure the similarity between two multivariate time series of stocks at once. The larger the number of input data, the computational efficiency of RV coefficient is getting worse as well as the time taken to calculate the RV coefficient becomes longer. There is an available built-in function of RV coefficient that can be found in the R software, however, based on our preliminary analysis, the values given from this function are different from the values that are calculated manually. Therefore, it is necessary to construct a new algorithm of RV coefficient in order to obtain the accurate RV coefficient values and reduce the computing time of RV coefficient.

Generally, the stock price keeps floating ceaselessly and is unstable all the time. Thus, it is hard to determine the behaviors of the relationships among the stocks in Bursa Malaysia. Besides, it is also difficult to identify the most influential as well as the most dominant stock in Bursa Malaysia due to the inconstancy of values and complexity of the stock market. There are numerous uncertainties about how this particular stock affects the other stocks' behaviors and how are the interrelationships among the stocks. The majority of the traders are confused about which stock appears to be assuming a dominant role in the stock market within a certain period of time.

Therefore, the complexity of network structure of Malaysia’s stock market in the multivariate setting is highly focused in this research. The similarities among the stocks where each stock is represented by multivariate time series are measured by applying the proposed RV coefficient algorithm since the computational of RV coefficient by manual and built-in function in R software are both inefficient. In addition, the interrelationships among the stocks are analyzed by plotting the network...
topology of the stock market as well as the most dominant and influential stock is investigated in order to help in eliminating the uncertainties. Last but not least, the information provided in this research can be very helpful to the financial market, especially for the financial manager to arrange and construct the stock portfolio and risk management.

1.2 Problem statement

In the literature, there are many studies have conducted to analyze the complex system of the financial market such as the stock market. It has turned out to be a basic component to comprehend the behaviors of the securities and the role played by the stocks in these systems. In current practice, the PCC is used to measure the similarity among stocks due to the stock market is considered as a complex system of univariate time series. However, in daily financial market activities, the stock market is multivariate time series of opening, highest, lowest and closing prices. The information extracted from the analysis by using univariate time series only is incomplete and misleading (Brida & Risso, 2008; Halinen & Tornroos, 1998). Since the stock values keep changing and floating from time to time, it is hard to determine the behaviors of the stocks as well as the interactions among the stocks in the stock market (Mantegna, 1999; Mantegna & Stanley, 2000). To have a complete and comprehensive stock network analysis, four components of stock price are taken into account in this research.

In order to measure the similarities among the multivariate time series of stocks, RV coefficient is used. However, the computational procedure of RV coefficient by manual calculation and built-in function in R software are both complex and time-consuming as both tools are only able to quantify two multivariate time series of stocks at once. Therefore, when the number of stocks gets larger, the efficiency of the RV coefficient gets worsen in terms of the amount of time taken to compute the RV coefficient values. Furthermore, the RV coefficient values compute by the existing built-in function in R software are somehow different to the manual calculation. Thus, based on the findings found, it is necessary to build a new algorithm in Matlab software that is able to provide similar RV coefficient values to the manual calculation values in Microsoft Excel and computationally more efficient than the manual calculation as well as the available built-in function in R software. Some validation of studies by
using the three tools, which are built-in function in R software (Tool 1), manual calculation in Microsoft Excel (Tool 2) and proposed algorithm in Matlab software (Tool 3), are conducted in order to show the advantages of the proposed algorithm.

1.3 Research objectives

In this research, there are four objectives as follow:

(i) To build an RV coefficient algorithm.
(ii) To validate the proposed algorithm.
(iii) To construct similarity measure among Malaysian stock market components where each of stock is represented as multivariate time series.
(iv) To investigate the behaviors of the interrelationships among the Malaysian stock market by applying forest of all possible MSTs and centrality measures.

1.4 Research scope

The scope of the research can be divided into three aspects. First, the theoretical aspect. This aspect includes the use of RV coefficient in measuring the similarities among the stocks where each of the stock is represented as four components of price. Then, the stock network in multivariate setting is constructed by using forest of all possible MSTs. The proving of RV coefficient is a multivariate generalization of PCC also involves in this aspect.

Second, the computational aspect. In order to show that, in terms of accuracy, the algorithm developed with Matlab software has higher accuracy than the existing built-in function in R software, empirical and simulation studies are conducted. To prove that the algorithm built has higher computational efficiency than the manual calculation and the available function in R software, time complexity of the algorithm is shown.

Third, the practical aspect. This aspect covers the application of stock network analysis in multivariate setting in real stock market. The stock data used in this research are 738 weekly data of Main Market Bursa Malaysia stocks. The period of investigation of the data collection is taken in weekly basis from August 10, 2015 to
October 1, 2017 from Yahoo Finance (2017). The analysis is conducted by applying Microsoft Excel, Matlab version 2013a, R version 3.3.1 and Pajek software.

1.5 Significance of the research

The process of measuring the similarity among the stocks by using RV coefficient is complicated and complex. This is because the RV coefficient is only able to calculate the similarity between a pair of multivariate time series of stocks at once. Thus, by proposing a new algorithm of RV coefficient with Matlab software, the calculation process is eased and the computing time of RV coefficient values is shorten. Besides, with the algorithm proposed, the computational complexity problem can be solved. By analyzing the Bursa Malaysia stock network structure, it provides the visualization of the stock market structure to the stock firms. Therefore, this study not only eases the calculation process of RV coefficient but also provides useful economic information to the risk management and portfolio construction.

1.6 Organization of the thesis

This thesis is organized into five chapters. Chapter 1 is the introduction of the research. This chapter includes research background, problem statement, research objectives, research scopes and significance of the research.

Chapter 2 is the literature review of the Malaysian stock market as well as the similarity measures among the stocks in terms of univariate and multivariate settings. The popular methods in dealing the complex network – correlations-based network analysis and the centrality measures are also included in Chapter 2.

Chapter 3 describes the methodologies used in this research in three sections. The first section is the validity of the proposed algorithm by comparing the computational accuracy and efficiency of the built-in function in R software (Tool 1), manual calculation (Tool 2) and proposed algorithm in Matlab software (Tool 3). The second section is about how the analysis of the research carries out with the details of every method used. Then in the third section, functions of centrality measures such as degree, betweenness, closeness, eigenvector and overall centrality are presented.
Chapter 4 presents the results of the empirical and simulation studies of three tools in terms of computational accuracy and efficiency. Besides, this chapter also presents and discusses the results of the application of the methodology in real world data which is the Main Market of Bursa Malaysia. There are total 738 stocks traded in Main Market of Bursa Malaysia are analyzed.

Chapter 5 is the closing chapter of the presentation of this thesis which consists of a brief summary and conclusions of the results of the thesis. Despite this, contributions of the study and future research directions are also included in this chapter.

1.7 Summary

This chapter discussed about the stock market. Besides, it also discussed about the complex system of stocks and the significance of network analysis in the economic field. Moreover, it can be seen as necessary to analyze the stock market in multivariate setting to ensure the information obtained is complete. Some research gaps in this field had found. Thus, this lead to the formation of this research.
CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

This chapter presents the review of the literature on the Malaysian stock market as well as the similarity measures among the stocks in the stock market based on network analysis approach. This chapter begins with the structure of the Malaysian stock market as one of the largest complex system in the financial market and reviews of historical background in Section 2.1. Then, Section 2.2 and Section 2.3 discuss the similarity measures among the stocks where each stock is represented by univariate time series and multivariate time series respectively. The computational of multivariate analysis techniques is reviewed shortly in Section 2.4. Section 2.5 is then focused on the literature on the correlations-based network analysis since this method is the most popular method in dealing with the complex network. Later on, network topological algorithm is briefly explained in Section 2.6 followed by centrality measures in Section 2.7.

2.1 Malaysian stock market

Other than foreign exchange market, the stock market is one of the most important parts of today's global economy. Nations around the world rely on stock markets for their financial developments. The stock market is a cornerstone where companies sell their shares to raise up the capitals for their businesses. Every country has their own stock markets which known as exchange market. In Malaysia, the Malaysian stock market is known as Bursa Malaysia. However, it was previously known as the Kuala Lumpur Stock Exchange. Bursa Malaysia is one of the biggest markets in Southeast Asia (Yeoh, Hooy & Asrad, 2010) with the total market capitalization of USD 5.44
billion in 2017. Since the early 1990s, Bursa Malaysia has encountered high development regarding market capitalization and trading value. Moreover, the number of companies listed in the exchange market has increased from 271 companies in 1991 to 806 companies in 2017 which has increased 297.42% within 26 years gap. All these improvements indicate that the Malaysian economy has experienced profound structural changes over the most recent couple of decades, developing from a primary producer into an increasingly diversified and broad-based economy (Yeoh et. al., 2010).

Bursa Malaysia has market dynamics that seems to be the more complicated system where the market dynamics describes the changing of pricing signal that outcome from the persistent changes in both supply and demand of any specific stock. The changes of daily stock prices are not only affected by the corporation's own fundamentals (Djauhari & Gan, 2015b) but are also influenced by the other issues such as economic factors and volatility in the market. Furthermore, each stock in Bursa Malaysia has some interactions with other stocks. The interactions among the stocks are ambiguous and confusing as it is hard to determine which particular stock has an interrelationship with the other stocks accurately. Hence, it can be said that Malaysian stock market constitutes a complex system.

There are few studies related to Bursa Malaysia have carried out in order to study the complex network structure of the stock market. In 2012, Sharif & Djauhari (2012a) analyzed stock network analysis of 90 daily closing price of stocks in Bursa Malaysia from January 1, 2007 until December 31, 2009 by applying minimum spanning tree (MST). As a result, CIMB Group Banking, Genting Bhd, RHB Capital Bhd, Wah Seong Corp, MMC Corp Bhd and IJM Corp Berhad were the most influencing stocks among the other stocks where the investors should pay more attention to these six stocks for their investment plans.

Subsequently, Gan & Djauhari (2012a) studied about the analysis of correlation structure among stocks traded in Bursa Malaysia. They analyzed 100 most capitalized stocks in Bursa Malaysia from January 2007 to January 2009 by using MST where each stock is represented by closing price only. In this research, they showed that Bursa Malaysia Berhad stock is the most influencing stocks in the stock network. Another study is the work of Bahaludin et al. (2015) who investigated the 100 most capitalized stocks in Bursa Malaysia by using the daily closing price of stocks from
January 1, 2011 until December 31, 2013. Through their analysis, they found out that UEM Sunrise Berhad was the most crucial stock in Bursa Malaysia.

Based on these three studies that have done, it can be said that different investigation period of data, as well as a different number of stocks data use, will provide assorted results in the analysis. Due to the constantly evolving of the stock prices, it is not necessary that the most significant stock obtained from the analysis must be under either the Trading or Services sector or Industrial Products sector, although these two sectors are the main elements in Malaysia’s economy since 2006 (Azer et al., 2016).

2.2 Similarity measure among univariate time series

Univariate time series is defined as a time series that consists of single variable that is collected sequentially over regular time interval. In stock market, a time series tracks a stock price movement over a specified period of time with price recorded at regular time intervals. The stock price is a reflection of the corresponding company’s condition or circumstance. Any factors such as the volatility in the market or reputation of the corresponding company get affected will directly influence the stock price. Hence, studying the similarity among the stock price changes is able to help the investors and portfolio managers to construct the investment portfolio.

The system of the stock market is ceaselessly developing through different heterogeneous associations among the stocks (Kazemilari & Djauhari, 2015) and the stock prices are following the geometric Brownian motion (GBM) process. GBM can be expressed as the stock price follows a random walk pattern and is technically known as Markov process. With reference to the stock market fluctuations, Louis Bachelier was the first who introduced the mathematical theory of Brownian motion in 1900 (Bachelier, 1900; Taqqu, 2001). He used the increments of Brownian motion to model the absolute price change \( |P(t) - P(t - \Delta t)| \) where \( P(t) \) is the stock price at time \( t \) (Silva, 2005; Gan, 2016). Still, there is a limitation on his model as the stock price cannot become negative as suggested in the arithmetic Brownian process (Samuelson, 1965). Osborne (1959) was then introduced the logarithmic return of stock price to model the price change, \( R(t) = \ln P(t) - \ln P(t - \Delta t) \). In 1965, Paul Samuelson suggested the GBM as a model for stocks as under the GBM, the logarithmic return of
stock price is independent and identically normally distributed (Samuelson, 1965; Wilmott, 2007; Gan, 2016).

The movement or behavior of a particular stock can be tracked by the time series, such as univariate time series of stock price return. In the literature, many researchers applied univariate time series of stocks closing price to measure the similarities among the stocks which can be seen in the Korean stock market (Jung et al., 2006), London stock market (Coelho et al., 2007a), Malaysian stock market (Lam et al., 2012; Bahaludin et al., 2015), China stock market (Huang, Gao & Yang, 2009), Brazil stock market (Tabak et al., 2010), global stock markets (Kumar & Deo, 2012), Turkish stock market (Kantar, Mustafa & Deviren, 2012), Indonesian stock market (Gan & Djauhari, 2012b), and NYSE stock market (Djauhari & Gan, 2015b). In these studies, the data collected are considered as synchronous and redundant data.

However, the real-world data is usually characterized by a high degree of non-stationary (Podobnik & Stanley, 2007) and carries plentiful of non-redundant economic information (Mantegna & Stanley, 2000; Bonanno, Vandewalle & Mantegna, 2000). The financial data is the non-synchronous nature of the data as the stock markets start operating at different time in different regions (Coelho et al., 2007b) as well as the highest and lowest stock prices do not occur at the same time for all stocks in a trading day (Kazemilari & Djauhari, 2015). In order to minimize the non-synchronous problem, Bonanno et al. (2000) and Coelho et al. (2007b) suggested to convert the daily stock price data to weekly stock price data.

There are numbers of methods to deal with the similarities among the stocks where each stock is represented as univariate time series of its closing price, such as Pearson correlation coefficient (PCC), detrended cross-correlation analysis (DXA), detrended cross-correlation analysis (DCCA) cross-correlation coefficient, $\sigma_{DCCA}$ and dynamic time warping (DTW). Among these methods, PCC is the standard approach in measuring the similarities among the stocks in univariate setting due to PCC is being a simple and easy method to apply. However, the PCC is not a robust measurement and it can be misleading if outliers are presented (Zebende, 2011). Therefore, Podobnik & Stanley (2007) introduced detrended cross-correlation analysis (DXA) in order to quantify the cross-correlations between two univariate time series of stocks in the presence of non-stationarity. After that, a robust similarity measure is then proposed by Zebende (2011) in order to quantify the level of cross-correlation between
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